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What I s  :a Person? 

Roger A'. 1traIsh, Frances Vaughan 

\\'hat is a person? This is the most fundamental question confronting all 
psychologies. Different psychologies assume different perspmives and 
emphasize different dimensions. From thesc they construct what often 
seem to be radically different images of human nature. Usually these 
views are seen as oppositional. more likely they represent p a m  of a com- 
plex mulridjmensional whole. The transpersonal model presented here is 
nor intended:to negate other models. but rather to set them in a larger 
conrexr thar includa stares of conxiousnas and levcls of urell-being nor 
encompassed by previous psychological models. 

T h e  four major dimensions of this model are conscioumas, condi- 
tioning, personality, and identity. Using these headings, we will sum- - 

marize what seem to us to represent the basic tenets of a transpersonal 
model.'and compare them with traditional Western assumiitions. .. ... 
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This &ampersonal model holds conxiousnesS.isbein2.a centrald&en- ... 
sion &t provides.the basis and context for all experience. Traditional 
~ e s t e & ~ s ~ c h o l o ~ i e s  have held differing positions with regard to con- 
scioumess. These range from behaviorism, which prefers to ignore it 
because of the difficulty of researching it objectively, to psychodynamic 
and.humanistic approaches, which acknou,ledge it but generally pay more 
attention to the contents than to consciousness per se, as the context of 
+aience. 

A transpersonal model views our usual consciousness as a defensively 
contraaed state. This usual state is filled to a remarkable and unrecog- 
nized extent with a continuous flow of largely uncontrollable thoughts and 
fantasies in accordance with our needs and defenses. In the words of Ram 
Dass, "We are all prisoners of our minds. This realization is the first step 
on the journey of freedom."' 

Optimum consciousness is viewed as being considerably greater, and. 
potentially available at any time, should the defensive conuaction be re- 
laxed. The fundamental perspective on growth is therefore one of letting 
go this defensive conuaction and removing obstacles to the recognition of. 
the expanded ever-present potential through quieting the mind and reduc- 
ing perceptual distortion. 'e '- '* " e 

The fundamcnol task which gives rhc key ro many realizations is the silence 
of the mind.. . . All kinds of discoveries arc made, in mrh ,  whcn the mcntal 
machinery stops, and the first is that if the power to think is a remarkable 
gift. the power nor to think is even more so.' 

The  nanspersonal perspective holds that a large spectrum of altered 
states of consciousness exist, that some are potentially useful and func- 
tionally spedfic (i.e.. possessing some functions not available in the usual 
s e re  but lacking others), and that some of these are true "higher" states. 
Higher is here used in Tan's '. ' sense of possessing all the properties and 
potentials of lower stares, plus some additional ones. Furthermore, a wide 
range of literature from a variety of culruresand growth disciplines attest 
to the attainability of these higher s ~ a t e s . ' ~  ". " On the other hand, 
the' naditional Western view holds that only a limited range of states 
exists, e.g., waking, dreaming, intoxicarion, delerium. Furthermore, 
nearly all altered states are seen as detrimental and "normalir)." is consid- 
ered opumai. 

Viewing our usual state from an expanded context results in some 
unexpected implications. The traditional model defines psychosis as a 
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dis t~ned~ercept ion  of rciliry batdoes not recognize the distomion. From 
the pe'rspectiv.c of thii multiplt-stat&model. our usual s i s e  fits this delin- 
ition, being suboptimal, providing a disroned perception of reality, and 
failing to rccognirc that distortion. Indeed, any one state of consciousness 
is necessarily limited and only relatively real. Hence, from the broader 
perspecrive psychosis might be defined as attachment to, or being trapped 
in, any single state of consci~usncss.~. " 

Since each state of consciousness reveals its own picture of it 
follows that reality as we know it (and that is the only way we know it) is 
also only relatively real. Put another way, then, psychosis is attachment to 
any one reality. In the words of Ram Dass: 

We grow up with one planeof existmn we call rcal. We idmtify totally uith 
that rality as absolute, and we discount experienca that arc inconsistent 
with it. . ..What Einstein demonstrated in physics is equally tmeof all 0 t h ~  
s p c m  of the cosmos: all rality is relative. Each reality is tme only within 
givcn limits. I t  is only one possible version of the way things arc. There arc 
always multiple versions of reality. To awakrn from any single mlity is to 
recognize its relative reality." 

Thus the reality we perceive reflects our own state of consciousness 
and we can never explore reality without at the same rime exploring 
ourselves, both because we are, and because we create, the reality we 
explore. 

With regard to conditioning; the transpersonal perspective holds that 
people are vastly more ensnared and trapped in their conditioning than 
they appreciate, but that f r d o m  from this conditioning is possible." The  
aim of transpersonal psychotherapy is essentially the extraction of aware- 
ness from this conditioned Tyranny of the mind. This is described in more 
detail in the section on identity. 

One f m  of conditioning Eastern disaplines have examined in detail 
is attachment. Attachment is closely assodated with desire and signifies 
that nonfulfillment of the desire will result in pain. Attachment therefore 
plays a central role in the causation of suffering, and letting go  of attach- 
ment is central to its cissation." '' 

. l$cnever there is attachment 
"~ss&idon with it 

Brings endlas mis~ry.'~ 

Whenever we arc srill attached, we arc srill possawd; 
and whrn one is porwsscd, i t  means the cxisrcnce of some- 
thing stronger than ~ n a d f . ' ~  

Anachment is not limited to external o b j m  or penoM..In . .. . . addition 
to the familiar f o m  of attachment to matcrial posscssions,.sp,ccial rela- 
tionships and the prevailing starus quo, there may be equa1ly.s-+ng at- 
tachments to a parri~vlar self-image, a pattern of behavior,.or a ' p ~ i o l o g -  
ical process. Among the strongest attachments noted in thc  mnxi6uiness 
disciplines are those to suffering and to unwo~hiness. Insofar as &c be- 
lieve that our idtntiry is derived from our roles, our pmblans, our rela- 
tionships, or the wntents of consciousness, attachment is reinforced by 
fear for personal survival. "If 1 give up my attlchmcnts, who and what 
will I be?" 

~crso"iliry has bnn accorded a centi-al place in most previous 
psychologiesand indeed many psychological theories hold that people are 
their personaliry. Interestingly enough, the most common title given to 
books on psychological hu l th  and well-being has been Tbe Hralrby P m -  
diq. Health I& usually been viewed as primarily involving a modifica- 
tion of personaliry. From a tnnsp-al perspective, however, penonal- 
iry is accorded relatively less importance. Rather, it is seen as only one 
aspect of being with which the individual may, but does not have to, 
identify. Health is s e n  as primarily involving a shift from exclusive iden- 
tification with pcrsonaliry rather than a modification of it. 

Likewise, the personal dnma  or story each penon has to tell about 
h i h e r s e l f  is also seen in a different perspective. According to Fadi- 
man," personal dramas are an unnecessary luxury and interfere with Full 
functioning. They are part of our emotional baggage. and it is usually 
benefiaal for a person to gain some detachment or  disidentification from 
hisha dramas, as well as from the personal dramas of others. 

Identiry is seen as a crucial concept and is conceprually extended beyond 
traditional Western limits. Traditional psychologies have recognized iden- 
tification with external objects and have defined it as an unconscious . 
oroccss in which the individual becomes like or feels the same as s o m e  ? 

thing or someone else.= Transpersonal and Eastern psychologis also rcc-: 
ognize external identification bur maintain that identification with internal' 
(ktrapsYchic) phenomena and processes is even more significant. He+ 
identification is defined as the process by which something is experienckd 
as self. Furthermore, this type of identification goes unrecognized by most 
of us. including psychologists, therapists, 2nd behavioral scientists, be- 
cause we are all so involved in it. That is, we are so identified that i t  never 
even occurs to us to auestion char which it seems so dear that we are. 
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~ o n , p s u a l l ;  v.ilida&l id&tifi&ii.o"s go unrecognized because they are 
nor.caUedinro question. indeed;-aAy attempt ro question them may meet 
wirh considerable resistance from orhers. 'Anempn to awake before our 
time are ofren punished. especially by those who love us most. Because 
they, bless them,.areasleep. They rhink anyone who wakes up, o r . .  . 
realizes rhat khar is taken to be real, is a dream, is going 

The process of disidentification has far-reaching implications. The  
idenrificarion of awareness with mental contenr renders the individual 
unconscious of rhe broader conrexr of consciousness that holds this 
contenr. When awareness identifies wirh mental content this content be- 
comes rhe mntexr from which all orher mental content and experience are 
viewed. Thus rhe conrenr become context now interprets orhcr mnrent, 
and determines meaning. perceprion, belief, morivation,.and behavior, all 
in a manner that is consistent with and reinforces this conrexr. Funher- 
more, rhe context sets in motion psychological processes char also rein- 
force ir.='. 's 2a 

For example, if a thought "I'm scared" arises and this thought is 
obsened and seen ro be what it is, i.e., just anorher thought, rhen it exerts 
little influence. However. if i r  is identified with, then the reality at rhat 
moment is that rhe individual is scared and is likely to generate and 
identify wirh a whole series of fearful thoughts and emotions, to interpret 
nondescript fcelings as fear, to perceive the world as frightening. and to 
act in a fearful manner. Thus, identification sets in motion a self-fulfilling. 
self-prophetic process in which experience and psychological procases 
validate the reality of rhat which was identified u,ich. For the person 
idenrified with the thoughr 'I'm scared," evmrrhing seems ro prove the 
reality and validity of h isher  fear. Remember ;hat with identificarion the 
person is unaware of the fact that h isher  perception stems from a thought 
"I'm scared." This thoughr is now not something that can be seen, rather 
ir is that from which everything else is seen and interpreted. Awareness. 
which could bc transcendent and positionless, has now b m  conmimed to 
viewing the world from a single self-validating perspecrive. This is similar 
to the process thar occurs wirh unrecognized models as described earlier. 
"We are dominated by everything with which our self becoma identified. 
We can dominate and wnrrol everything from which we d i s i d e n t i f ~ . ~  
"As long as we are identified with an o b j .  that is bondage.- 

I t  may & that thougha and beliefs connirure rhe opmrors or al- 
gorithms that mnsrmct, mediare, guide, and maintain thc identificatory 
consfriction of wnscioumess and act as limiting models of who we believe 
ourselves to be. As such, they must be opened to identification in order to 
allous groud-~. It may be that beliefs are adopred as snarcgic, defensive 
decisions about who and what we must be in order to sunrive and funcrion 
optimally. 

When it is remembered thar the mind is usually filled wirh thoughn 
. . -. 
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with which we are unwittingly identified, it bemma.apparent that our 
usual state of consciousness is one in which we are, quite literally, hyp- 
norlcd. As in any hypnoticsrarc, rhercnced norbeany reccpiri.on of the 
tranqCand its artendant constriction of awareness, or manory of:th;-icnse 
of id'cntity prior to hypnosis. While in the trance. who we think weare are 
the thoughts wirh which we are identified! P u t .  another way, those 
thoughts from which we have not yet disidenrified c r a t e  our srate of 
conxioumcss, identity and reality! 

Wc arc what wc rhink. 
1\11 that we are arises wirh our thougha. 
Wirh our rhwghrs we make the world. -Tbt Budd6am 

We uphold the world wirh our intmul dialogue." 

The  general mechanisms underlying the hypnotic nature of our usual 
starc are probably similar for all of us. although the contents vary between 
individuals and between cultures. Within culmra common beliefs and 
realities tend to be powerfully inculcated and shared." 

14Iat is unmsaous and what is conscious dcpcnds . . . on rhc structure of 
soduy and on the partems of feelings and thoughts it produca. . . . The 
effect of micry is not only ro funncl fictions inro our conxioumas. bur also 
to pmcnr awarcnas of ruliry. . . . Evcry sodcry.. . dcrmnincs rhc f o m  of 
awarcnas. This system works, as ir were. like a mdb condifmnd filrcr. 
expericncc wnnor cnra awamess unless it can penemre rhc 

From this perspective, ego appears to come into existence as soon as 
awareness identifia with thoughr, to represent the wnsrellation of 
thoughts with which we tend to identify. and to be fundamentally an 
illusion produced by limited awareness. This is a sobering thoughr both in 
its personal implicarions and inasmuch as our traditional Western psy- ', 

chologies are ego psychologies and hence are studies of illusion. 

BEYOND IDENTIFICATION 

The  task of awakening can thus be viewed from one perspective as a 
progressive disidentificarion from mental content in general and thoughts 
in particular. This is evident in pracrica such as insight meditation, where. 
the student is traincd'io observe and identify all mental contenr rapidly 
and pmisely.".'. '* For mosr, this is a slow, arduous procas in which a 

.. . 
'gradual refinement of perception results in a peeling away of awareness 
from succasively more subtle layers of i den r i f i ca t i~n .~  " 

Finally, awareness no longer identifies exclusively with anything. 
This rcpraenrs a radical and enduring shih in consciousness known by 
various names, such as enlightenment or liberation. Sincc there is no 
longer any exclusive identification with anything, the mdnot  mc di- 
chotomy is transcended and such persons experience themselva as being 
- . . 



both nothing and everything. They are both pure awareness (no thing) 
and the entire universe (every thing). Being identified with both no loca- 
tion and all locations, nowhere and everyu*here. they experitna having 
transcended space and positionality. 

A similar transcendence occurs for time. The mind is in constant 
flux. .At the most sensitive levels of perception attainable by  perceptual 
training such as meditation, all mind, and hence the whole phenomenal 
universe, is seen to be in continuous motion and change, with each object 
of awareness arising out of void into awareness and disappearing again 
within minute fractions of a second.=.'. 'J. "This is the fundamental recog- 
nition of the Buddhist teaching of impermanence, i.e., that everything 
changes, nothing remains the same.= ". " This ralization can become 
one of the major motivating forces for advanced mediramrs to transcend 
all mental processes and attain the changeless, unconditioned state of 
nirvana. 

In this final state of pure awareness, since there is no longer identifb 
cation with mind, there is no sense of being identificd with change. Since 
time is a function of change, this results in an experience of being outside, 
or transcendent to, time. This is experienced as eternity, the eternity of 
the unchanging now, and from this perspmive time is perceived as an 
illusory produn of identification. 

Tirnc is of your own nuking 
Its clock ricks in your head. 
Thc rnomcnt y w  stop thought 
Time roo sraps dcad." 

hlental contents and processes occur largely as a result of condition- 
ing, a fan  recognized by both Western and non-Western psychologies. 
Identification with these contents results in the experienceof a self that is 
controlled by conditioning. Once their identification is transanded then 
so are the effects of conditioning. Conditioned thoughts and emotions still 
pass through the mind, but utithout identification with them awareness 
may now be experienced as unconditiond. 

The  experience of unconditioned pure awareness is apparently a 
blissful one, described in the Hindu tradition as comprised of sathit- :' 
ananda: awarenas, being, and bliss. Without identification with painful . 

' 

thoughts and emotions there is no experience of suffering. Thus. from this : 
perspmive the cause of suffering is identification. 

F d  of unconscious distorting and limiting identifications and con-. 
texts, awareness is now capable of dear, accurate perception. Hence, in 
Tibetan Buddhism it is called a "aystal mirror" because of its dear. 
faithful rcflmion of reality. Furthermore, with no exclusive idmtifia- 
tion, mirror and that which it perceives, s u b j m  and object, arc perceived 
as one and the same thing. Awareness now perceives itself as being that 

which it formerlv looked at, for the observer or ego, which was an illusory 
product of identification, is no longer experienced as a separate entity. 

Funhermore, since a person in this state experienc&him/herself as 
being pure awareness at one with everything yet being no thing, each 
person alw experiences himherselfas being exactly the same as, or  iden- 
r i a l  with, wery other person. From this state of conscio.usness the words 
of the mystics proclaiming "we are one" make perfect m e  as literal 
experience. With nothing except one's self in:.existence-the thought of 
harming "others" makes no sense whatsoever, and it is said that such 
thoughts may not even occur." Rather, the namral expressions of this 
state toward others are love and compassion. 

Dacriptions of the experience of this state make it clear that these 
experiences are known to most of us only in those moments of tran- 
scendent insight afforded by peak experiences.= Thus. our capacity for 
understanding is limited by the constraints of cross-state communication 
and lack of direct experience. Hence, it is apparent that descriptions of 
these states may be partially incomprehensible to the rest of us and may be 
uninterpretable from the frameworks of madirional psychology. I t  then 
becomes very easy to superficially dismiss such phenomena as nonsensical 
or even pathological, a mistake made even by some of the most outsrand- 
ing Western mental health professionals. However, the transpersonal 
model arrempts to provide for the first time a psychological framework 
capable of comprehending religious experiences and disciplines. 

Inasmuch as people in the state of consciousness known as en- 
lightenment experience themselves as being pure awareness, everything 
and nothing, the entire unirverse, unconditioned, unchanging, eternal, and 
one wirh all others, they also experience themselves as being one wirh 
God. Here, God does not imply some person or thing "out there," but 
rather represents the direct experience of being all that exists. In the 
utmost depths of the human psyche, whenall limiting identifications have 
been droppped, awareness experiences no limits to identiry and directly 
experiences itself as that which is beyond limits of time or space, that 
which humanity has traditionally called God. "Tome, God isa word used 
to point to our ineffable subjectivity, to the unimaginable potential which 
lies within each of us.'g 

Thus, a t  the highest levels of psychological well-being, the transper- 
sonal model can only point to that which is beyond both models 2nd the 
personal. .. 
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